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Abstract

A recent DIII-D experiment investigating the impact of electron cyclotron heating (ECH) on neutral beam driven reversed shear Alfvén eigenmode (RSAE) activity is presented. The experiment includes variations of ECH injection location and timing, current ramp rate, beam injection geometry (on/off-axis), and neutral beam power. Essentially all variations carried out in this experiment were observed to change the impact of ECH on AE activity significantly. In some cases, RSAEs were observed to be enhanced with ECH near the off-axis minimum in magnetic safety factor \(q_{\text{min}}\), in contrast to the original DIII-D experiments where the modes were absent when ECH was deposited near \(q_{\text{min}}\). It is found that during intervals when the geodesic acoustic mode (GAM) frequency at \(q_{\text{min}}\) is elevated and the calculated RSAE minimum frequency, including contributions from thermal plasma gradients, is very near or above the nominal TAE frequency \(f_{\text{TAE}}\), RSAE activity is not observed or RSAEs with a much reduced frequency sweep range are found. This condition is primarily brought about by ECH modification of the local electron temperature \(T_e\) which can raise both the local \(T_e\) at \(q_{\text{min}}\) as well as its gradient. A \(q\)-evolution model that incorporates this reduction in RSAE frequency sweep range is in agreement with the observed spectra and appears to capture the relative balance of TAE or RSAE-like modes throughout the current ramp phase of over 38 DIII-D discharges. Detailed ideal MHD calculations using the NOVA code show both modification of plasma pressure and pressure gradient at \(q_{\text{min}}\) play an important role in modifying the RSAE activity. Analysis of the ECH injection near the \(q_{\text{min}}\) case where no frequency sweeping RSAEs are observed shows the typical RSAE is no longer an eigenmode of the system. What remains is an eigenmode with poloidal harmonic content reminiscent of the standard RSAE, but absent of the typical frequency sweeping behavior. The remaining eigenmode is also often strongly coupled to gap TAEs. Analysis with the non-perturbative gyro fluid code TAEFL confirms this change in RSAE activity and also shows a large drop in the resultant mode growth rates.
Keywords: magnetohydrodynamic waves, tokamaks, fusion products effects, plasma heating by microwaves, plasma heating by particle beams
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1. Introduction

Localized electron cyclotron heating (ECH) can have a dramatic effect on neutral beam driven Alfvén eigenmode (AE) activity as was first demonstrated in DIII-D reversed magnetic shear plasmas [1, 2] and later on several other devices worldwide including Heliotron-J [3], TJ-II [4], LHD [5] and ASDEX-Upgrade [6]. The most commonly observed effect on DIII-D is a shift in the dominant observed modes from a mix of reversed shear Alfvén eigenmodes (RSAEs) [7] and toroidicity induced Alfvén eigenmodes [8–10] (TAEs) to a spectrum of weaker TAEs when ECH is deposited near the shear reversal point \( q_{\text{min}} \) [1, 2]. ECH deposition near the magnetic axis typically increases the unstable mode amplitudes and resultant fast ion transport. Due to the fact that localized electron heating can impact essentially all aspects of AE, including mode drive, damping, and the ideal eigenmode itself, a satisfactory explanation for this effect in DIII-D has been elusive. Mode stability is altered through modification of the different damping channels (electron collisional [12] and electron Landau [13] in particular, and even continuum damping [14] through pressure or rotation [15, 16] induced changes to the modes and continuum), mode drive \( (T_e \text{ directly impacts electron drag on fast ions}) \), and the AEs themselves through coupling to sound waves via changes to \( T_e/T_i \) [17]. Recent predictions also indicate AE saturation and their impact on the fast ion profile can be affected by microturbulence [11] which can be modified by ECH. It is the point of this paper to determine the dominant physical mechanisms responsible for the change in RSAE activity in DIII-D plasmas when ECH is applied.

The RSAE has been investigated in detail since its original discovery [7] and is described in many references [19–26] but a brief review is given since several fundamental points are key to understanding the results presented here. The RSAE is basically a cylindrical mode with toroidal mode number \( n \) and one dominant poloidal harmonic \( m \). The RSAE appears when the minimum safety factor \( q_{\text{min}} \) is approximately \( q_{\text{min}} \approx m/n \) and for a decreasing \( q_{\text{min}} \), a second poloidal harmonic \( m - 1 \) increases in amplitude until \( q_{\text{min}} = (m - 1/2)/n \), at which point the RSAE becomes a toroidicity induced Alfvén eigenmode. Throughout this transition, the mode’s frequency increases to the local TAE frequency \( (f_{\text{TAE}}) \). Of particular importance to the work presented here is the fact that the RSAE can be significantly modified by finite pressure effects and geodesic curvature which precludes the shear Alfvén wave continuum from going to zero frequency at a rational surface. Instead, the continuum is bounded by that of the geodesic acoustic mode [18] \( (f_{\text{GAM}}) \) and the RSAE minimum frequency \( (f_{\text{RSAE-min}}) \) lies above the local continuum tip at \( q_{\text{min}} \) by an amount that depends on the local pressure as well as gradients in the local thermal and fast ion pressures [23–31]. ECH directly modifies the local electron temperature and temperature gradient and, in this way, can easily modify RSAEs as well.

A recent DIII-D experiment to understand the physical mechanisms responsible for the observed shift in RSAE activity with ECH utilized a simplified oval geometry and, in addition to ECH injection location, included variations of current ramp rate, ECH injection timing, beam injection geometry (on/off-axis), and neutral beam power. Essentially all variations carried out in this experiment were observed to change the impact of ECH on AE activity significantly. In this paper, we first discuss the basic discharge used then make connection with historical results showing a ‘stabilization’ of RSAE activity with ECH injection near mid-radius during the current ramp portion of the discharge (section 2). We then introduce a simple model for the RSAE spectra used to interpret the data from a large collection of discharges (section 3). Several experimental cases are then examined and it is shown that the previously observed impact of ECH on RSAE activity is not ubiquitous and, in fact, the opposite effect can be observed, e.g. RSAEs can be enhanced by application of ECH at \( q_{\text{min}} \) by simply delaying the injection timing (section 4).

It is then shown that the ratio of the predicted RSAE minimum frequency to the TAE frequency is the dominant factor determining the presence of typical frequency sweeping RSAEs, similar to the so-called beta suppression mechanism put forward to explain the absence of typical frequency sweeping RSAEs in spherical tokamaks [32]. In the last section (section 5), analyses from the ideal MHD code NOVA [43, 44] and non-perturbative gyrofluid code TAEFL [44] are presented where it is shown that both modification of plasma pressure and pressure gradient at \( q_{\text{min}} \) play an important role in modifying the RSAE activity. ECH can modify the pressure profile such that the typical frequency sweeping RSAE is no longer an eigenmode of the system and a large drop in the resultant mode growth rates is found.

2. Discharge background and reproduction of historical ech/ae results in oval plasmas

The majority of discharges presented in this paper utilize an oval (elongation, \( \kappa \approx 1.5 \)) shaped L-mode deuterium plasma with either no ECH or radial launch, 2nd harmonic, 110 GHz electron cyclotron heating directed to two possible locations, one near the magnetic axis and the other near mid-radius (chosen to be near \( \rho_{\text{min}} \) during the current ramp portion of the discharge). A representative EFIT [33] equilibrium reconstruction is shown in figure 1, along with the two primary ECH steering trajectories. In these \( B_T = 2.05 \text{ T} \) discharges, 75–80 kV sub-Alfvénic neutral beam injection begins
at $t = 300$ ms and continues while the plasma current ($I_p$) is ramping up at a constant rate of 0.8 MA s$^{-1}$ until reaching approximately 1.2 MA at $t = 1100$ ms. Time histories of plasma current, $q_{\text{min}}$, line-averaged electron density ($n_e$), electron temperature at $q_{\text{min}}$, injected neutral beam ($P_{\text{NBI}}$) and electron cyclotron heating power ($P_{\text{ECH}}$) are shown in figure 2 for two discharges that will be discussed in detail—157735 (ECH near $q_{\text{min}}$) and 157737 (No ECH). In these discharges electron temperature is diagnosed by a 40 channel electron cyclotron emission (ECE) diagnostic [34] as well as Thomson Scattering (which also measures electron density). Ion temperature and rotation are inferred through measurements of carbon impurities using charge exchange recombination spectroscopy (CER). The safety factor profile is obtained using EFIT reconstructions constrained by a motional Stark effect (MSE) polarimetry system. From the time histories, it can be seen that the addition of ECH, as expected, causes a significant increase in electron temperature. The difference in $T_e$, however, eventually diminishes and will be discussed, along with the implications, in more detail in section 4. The added electron heating also causes significant differences in the safety factor profile as can be seen in figure 3, where radial profiles of $q$, $T_e$, $T_i$, $n_e$, toroidal rotation ($f_{\text{tor}}$), equilibrium pressure, and NBI pressure at $q_{\text{min}} = 4$ in discharges 157735 and 157737 are given. These profiles will be used as inputs for TAEFL and NOVA modeling, to be discussed later in section 5. The primary differences in these two cases are in the $q$-profile (figure 3(a)) and electron temperature profile (figure 3(b)). For ECH near $q_{\text{min}}$ the central safety factor is elevated relative to the no ECH case. This is understandable since we are looking during the current ramp portion of the discharge and the higher central electron temperature, due to heating, causes a delay in the current penetration to the axis. Interestingly, the ion temperature profiles are very similar in both cases.

Early neutral beam injection during the current ramp phase produces a variety of Alfvénic activity in DIII-D plasmas including toroidicity induced Alfvén eigenmodes, reversed shear Alfvén eigenmodes, and linearly coupled RSAEs and TAEs [2, 45, 46]. Spectrograms showing the rich variety of modes that are possible as well as the change in mode activity as ECH is directed to the two different steering locations are presented in figure 4. In this figure, as well several others throughout this paper, a composite spectrogram is constructed by averaging the cross power spectrum of several adjacent ECE channels. Discharge 157737 in figure 4(a) is a reproduction of a very well documented beam driven AE discharge in DIII-D (142111) that has been studied and modeled extensively with great success [35–41]. It was the intent of this experiment to begin with this well understood discharge and then move away from it using ECH. Discharges 157736 and 157737 have ECH injection beginning at $t = 300$ ms near the magnetic axis and $q_{\text{min}}$ respectively. Consistent with historical results carried out in Dee shaped plasmas [1, 2] these new oval discharges show a radical shift in AE activity from a multitude of TAEs and RSAEs with ECH near the magnetic axis to a discharge that is strongly TAE dominated with very little, if any, observed frequency sweeping RSAEs with ECH near $q_{\text{min}}$.
3. Model for RSAE frequency evolution

To aid in the interpretation of these results, a model for the RSAE spectral evolution throughout the current ramp is employed. Similar models have been described in the past and are frequently used to identify the temporal evolution of $q_{\text{min}}$ through so-called AE or MHD spectroscopy [21, 47–50]. The model here is based on constraining the RSAE frequency sweep to be between some minimum frequency ($f_{\text{RSAE-min}}$) and the TAE frequency ($f_{\text{TAE}}$). The RSAE minimum frequency lies above that of the geodesic acoustic mode ($f_{\text{GAM}}$) and below the TAE frequency ($f_{\text{TAE}}$). The reduction in RSAE frequency sweep range is a well known effect, as described in the introduction, and here, the RSAE minimum frequency is shifted above the local GAM frequency by an amount that depends on gradients of the thermal and fast ion pressures, the latter of which will be neglected, also other kinetic effects such as diamagnetic corrections or trapped particle effects, as described by more complete models in [51–53] are neglected here for simplicity. It is pointed out this model is used simply to survey a large dataset and capture some of the most important features and aspects affecting the ECH impact on RSAEs, which it does well. Such a survey cannot require detailed profile fitting, transport calculations, kinetic equilibrium reconstructions, or other analysis that would be unwieldy for such a large number of discharges and time ranges. It is not the authors’ intention to present this as an all inclusive model for the RSAE spectral evolution, indeed, the impact of for example, the fast ion population on the RSAE frequency evolution is an ongoing topic of research [54]. More comprehensive calculations are introduced in the following section where ideal MHD NOVA calculations are presented, followed by non-perturbative TAEFL calculations which include the fast ions as a separate species. In this model, the relevant TAE and RSAE frequencies are given by:

$$f_{\text{TAE}} = \frac{V_a}{4\pi q_{\text{min}} R} \left[ (2 - (1 + 3\epsilon_e^2/4)^{1/2})/(1 - \epsilon_e^2/4)^{1/2} \right]$$

where
We use $f_{\text{RSAE-min}}$ to describe the minimum RSAE frequency and approaches $f_{\text{TAE}}$ at $q_{\text{min}} \approx (m - 1/2)n$. Here, we use:

$$f_{\text{RSAE}} = f_{\text{RSAE-min}} + f_{\text{d}} \left( f_{\text{TAE}} - f_{\text{RSAE-min}} \right) \frac{1}{\sqrt{2} - 1} + n f_{\text{rot}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

where

$$f_{\text{d}} = [(k_0/(k_0^2 + 1)^{1/p})^2 + 1]^{1/2} - 1$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

with $p = 9$ and $f_{\text{rot}}$ the toroidal rotation at $q_{\text{min}}$. As will be shown, the relevant parameter for the impact of ECH on Alfvén eigenmodes discussed here is $f_{\text{RSAE-min}}$ relative to $f_{\text{TAE}}$. An example output of the model is shown in figure 5(b), where the measured spectrogram is given in figure 5(a). An important point is, for these and subsequent plots, $f_{\text{RSAE}}$ is restricted to be less than $f_{\text{TAE}}$ (excluding rotation). If $f_{\text{RSAE}}$ goes above $f_{\text{TAE}}$, it is clamped at $f_{\text{TAE}}$ until it returns below.

The actual ad hoc functional form for the frequency sweep of an individual RSAE, with poloidal mode number $m$ and toroidal mode number $n$, from $f_{\text{RSAE-min}}$ to $f_{\text{TAE}}$ is chosen to give qualitatively similar behavior to experiment and the theoretical expectation that the minimum occurs at $q_{\text{min}} = m/n$ and approaches $f_{\text{TAE}}$ at $q_{\text{min}} \approx (m - 1/2)n$. Here, we use:

$$f_{\text{RSAE}} = f_{\text{RSAE-min}} + f_{\text{d}} \left( f_{\text{TAE}} - f_{\text{RSAE-min}} \right) \frac{1}{\sqrt{2} - 1} + n f_{\text{rot}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

where

$$f_{\text{d}} = [(k_0/(k_0^2 + 1)^{1/p})^2 + 1]^{1/2} - 1$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

and

$$k_0 = 2(m - n q_{\text{min}})$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

with $p = 9$ and $f_{\text{rot}}$ the toroidal rotation at $q_{\text{min}}$. As will be shown, the relevant parameter for the impact of ECH on Alfvén eigenmodes discussed here is $f_{\text{RSAE-min}}$ relative to $f_{\text{TAE}}$. An example output of the model is shown in figure 5(b), where the measured spectrogram is given in figure 5(a). An important point is, for these and subsequent plots, $f_{\text{RSAE}}$ is restricted to be less than $f_{\text{TAE}}$ (excluding rotation). If $f_{\text{RSAE}}$ goes above $f_{\text{TAE}}$, it is clamped at $f_{\text{TAE}}$ until it returns below. Also, in figure 5(b) and all future plots, each individual mode $(m$ and $n)$ is plotted only in the range $(m + 0.03)n < q_{\text{min}} < (m - 0.7)n$. In each plot like that in figure 5(b), the local toroidal rotation at $q_{\text{min}}$ appears as the Doppler shift induced separation between successive toroidal mode numbers. As can be seen from figure 5 there is excellent qualitative agreement between the model RSAE spectra and that measured. It is pointed out that not all modes plotted for a given $n$ have to be observed experimentally, that is a question of stability which is in no-way taken into account.

To give the reader an idea of how equations (1) and (3) for $f_{\text{TAE}}$ and $f_{\text{RSAE-min}}$ agree with experiment, a comparison is made in figure 6. For this comparison, a database of 38 discharges was created in which spectra of ECE channels near $q_{\text{min}}$ were plotted and the minimum observed RSAE frequency (if any observable RSAE activity existed) as well as the lowest frequency TAE was tracked throughout the current ramp. The discharges examined have a large range of powers in the range $P_{\text{NBI}} \approx 1$–9 MW and $P_{\text{ECH}} \approx 0$–3.4 MW. Figures 6(a) and (b) are histograms of these measurements compared to the predictions for $f_{\text{RSAE-min}}$ and $f_{\text{TAE}}$ at each condition. A separate point of comparison was created for every 5 ms throughout the current ramp of each of the 38 discharges. The comparison shows good agreement for both frequencies over the range of conditions examined. For the comparison, the measured frequencies are actually the measured minimum frequencies minus the local rotation frequency measured with CER at mid-radius. It is noted, this approximate removal of the Doppler shift inherently assumes a toroidal mode number of $n = 1$ and can be a source of error if the minimum observed toroidal mode number is greater than $n = 1$. The error associated with this, however, is expected to be less than the peak rotation observed at mid radius which is typically less than

\[ \epsilon_g = (\kappa^2 - 1)(\kappa^2 + 1) \]  \hspace{1cm} (2)

and

\[ f_{\text{RSAE-min}}^2 = (f_{\text{GAM}}^2 + f_{\text{d}}^2) \]  \hspace{1cm} (3)

with the GAM frequency given by

\[ f_{\text{GAM}} = \frac{1}{4\pi^2} \left[ \frac{2}{M R^2} \left( T_e + \frac{7}{4} T_i \right) \left( 1 + \frac{1}{2 q_{\text{min}}^2} \right) \right] \frac{2}{\kappa^2 + 1} \]  \hspace{1cm} (4)

and the upshift in RSAE minimum frequency from the GAM frequency due to thermal plasma temperature gradients

\[ f_{\text{d}}^2 = \frac{-1}{2\pi^2 M R^2} \rho \frac{d}{d\rho} \left( T_e + T_i \right) \left( 1 - \frac{1}{q_{\text{min}}^2} \right) \frac{2}{\kappa^2 + 1} \]  \hspace{1cm} (5)

In the above, $\kappa$ is the plasma elongation, $V_A$ is the Alfvén speed, $M_i$ is the ion mass, $T_i$ ion temperature, $T_e$ electron temperature, and $R$ is major radius. The expressions for the TAE and GAM frequencies are modified from the standard cylindrical plasma expressions to include the effects of elongation and are adapted from [31] (also discussed in [55]) using $\gamma = 1 + 3/4 \frac{T_e}{T_e + T_i}$ for the ratio of specific heats. Without the elongation correction, the GAM frequency at high $q_{\text{min}}$ reduces to that in [24, 32]. The gradient induced frequency upshift ($f_{\text{d}}$) in $f_{\text{RSAE-min}}$ is from [1, 26, 27] with the additional correction for elongation to be the same as that for $f_{\text{GAM}}$ (see equation (11) in [31]). Note, we are ignoring contributions from the density gradient due to the fact that they are relatively small in the L-mode discharges presented here.
measured frequencies have rotation frequency subtracted. From 38 separate discharges in the range \( t = 300–1000 \text{ ms} \). Note, measured frequencies have rotation frequency subtracted.

10kHz and would always act to decrease the measured frequencies in figures 6(a) and (b).

4. ECH impact on AEs for a range of conditions and interpretation

Figure 7(a) shows a spectrogram for the ‘ECH near \( q_{\text{min}} \)’ discharge 157735 presented in figure 4(c), except over a longer time window. In this figure, after approximately \( t = 650 \text{ ms} \), the activity shifts from primarily TAEs to a mix of RSAEs then essentially only RSAEs, despite deposition of ECH near mid-radius. The model RSAE spectra are shown overlaid on the spectrogram in figure 7(b) along with \( f_{\text{GAM}}, f_{\text{RSAE-min}} \) and \( f_{\text{TAE}} \). Before \( t \approx 600 \text{ ms} \), \( f_{\text{RSAE-min}} \) is near or above \( f_{\text{TAE}} \) and no frequency sweeping is predicted. After \( t \approx 600 \text{ ms} \), however, \( f_{\text{RSAE-min}} \) drops precipitously and more typical frequency sweeping RSAEs are expected. This type of behavior is consistent with the beta suppression mechanism for RSAEs discussed by Fredrickson [32], with the exception that the model here includes the additional gradient upshift of the RSAE minimum frequency. An interesting question is what causes the rapid drop in \( f_{\text{GAM}} \) and \( f_{\text{RSAE-min}} \). The dominant kinetic profile that is changing over this interval is electron temperature, time histories of which at different radii are shown in figure 8(a) along with the injected neutral beam and ECH power waveforms in figure 8(b). Despite the fact that the heating is held essentially constant, a rapid drop in \( T_e \) occurs. It is this drop in \( T_e \) that causes a shift in the AE activity and a return to frequency sweeping RSAEs. The exact cause of the rapid drop in \( T_e \) is under investigation but one intriguing possible explanation is that a rapid increase in transport of beam ions brought about by the series of modes beginning at \( t \approx 600 \text{ ms} \) causes a reduction in central neutral beam heating efficiency. It is pointed out that in this interval, strongly driven TAEs are dominant which are actually thought to be typically more effective than RSAEs at causing EP transport due to their higher poloidal harmonic content and potentially larger radial extent, often extending to the plasma edge in DIII-D plasmas [35, 46, 56–58]. Indeed, previous experiments with ECH ‘stabilized’ RSAEs but a remaining spectrum of TAEs still showed neutron deficits of greater than 60% [1]. Recent experiments aimed at utilizing the FIDA modulation approach [59] and ECH to preferentially excite RSAEs or TAEs with the goal of quantifying the differences in EP transport have been performed and will be the subject of a future publication [60].

Figure 9 shows that a relatively minor delay in ECH injection turn-on (switched to \( t = 500 \text{ ms} \) from \( t = 300 \text{ ms} \)) causes a radical change in the AE spectrum from that in figure 7. A 200 ms delay in the ECH turn-on time causes the AE spectrum to shift from TAE dominated to RSAE dominated and in fact, when ECH is turned on, the RSAEs appear to become stronger. This result clearly shows ECH near \( q_{\text{min}} \) does not
automatically mean RSAEs will be suppressed. When one looks at the model prediction for this case (figure 9(b)), \( f_{\text{RSAE-min}} \) is well below \( f_{\text{TAE}} \) over the entire current ramp and the predicted frequencies agree extremely well with those observed. Another interesting change in this discharge is the appearance of more downsweeping RSAEs \([28, 61]\), a feature which is not as common as the up-sweeping RSAE.

Spectra from a set of discharges with similarly unexpected results are shown in figure 10; in these discharges, the same ECH steering geometry and timing as figures 4(c) was used but the current ramp rate was reduced from 0.8 MA s\(^{-1}\) to 0.44 MA s\(^{-1}\). By reducing the current ramp rate, the impact of the ECH was essentially reversed relative to that in figures 4(b) and (c). In discharge 157747 with ECH near the magnetic axis (figure 10(c)), the discharge is almost completely dominated by TAE-like modes, very little if any RSAE activity is apparent. For the slow current ramp ECH near \( q_{\text{min}} \) (figure 10(a)), there is a brief period (\( t \approx 450\) –600ms) where frequency sweeping RSAEs are not clearly observed but it quickly returns to a case with a mix of RSAEs and TAEs. In both cases, motional Stark effect (MSE) data shows the safety factor profiles are reversed throughout the entire time windows shown. The model predictions for these discharges are given in figures 10(b) and (d) where excellent agreement with the measured behavior is shown. For the case with ECH near \( q_{\text{min}} \) a brief period exists where \( f_{\text{RSAE-min}} \) is near \( f_{\text{TAE}} \) and that period agrees well with the period of the discharge in which no frequency sweeping RSAEs are observed. Immediately following that period (\( t \approx 600\) ms), RSAEs return, and this behavior is captured by the model. It is conjectured that a similar effect to that in figure 8(a) must be occurring in this discharge that causes a rapid drop in \( T_e \) and consequently in \( f_{\text{RSAE-min}} \). The predicted RSAE minimum frequency in discharge 157747, with ECH near the axis, on the other hand, remains elevated throughout the entire window shown and frequency sweeping RSAEs are not predicted or observed. The model again appears to capture the shift from frequency sweeping RSAEs to TAEs.

In the examples shown and essentially all other cases investigated (38 + discharges), the picture that RSAEs are observed only when \( f_{\text{RSAE-min}} < f_{\text{TAE}} \) is consistent with the measured spectra. This statement is quantified in figure 11, where the predicted \( f_{\text{RSAE-min}} \) is plotted versus \( f_{\text{TAE}} \) for several points during the current ramp portion of all discharges where AEs were observed. The points are color coded according to whether typical RSAEs were observed (RED) or not observed (BLACK). Overplotted is also where \( f_{\text{RSAE-min}} = f_{\text{TAE}} \). In figure 11(b), the data are also histogrammed versus the ratio \( f_{\text{RSAE-min}} / f_{\text{TAE}} \). A clear division exists between these two datasets; when \( f_{\text{RSAE-min}} < f_{\text{TAE}} \) typical RSAEs are observed, while for \( f_{\text{RSAE-min}} < f_{\text{TAE}} \) a mix of cases exists and for \( f_{\text{RSAE-min}} > f_{\text{TAE}} \) typical frequency sweeping RSAEs are not observed.

5. NOVA and TAEFL simulations

The analysis presented in the previous sections shows ECH modification of \( f_{\text{GAM}} \) and \( f_{\text{RSAE-min}} \) through changes in \( T_e \) are likely causes for the change from typical frequency sweeping
RSAEs to a spectrum of TAEs or TAE-like modes in the range of discharges investigated; however, more rigorous calculations are required to determine the impact on the eigenmodes themselves and their stability. In this section the NOVA [42, 43] and TAEFL [44] codes are used to address these issues and provide additional insight into the impact of ECH on RSAEs. NOVA is an ideal MHD eigenvalue solver and TAEFL is non-perturbative gyrofluid code that can be run as initial value or eigenvalue solver. Both of these codes have successfully modeled AEIs in many DIII-D plasmas [2, 37, 45, 46], as well as other devices including JT60 [62], TFTR [63], JET [28], NSTX [64], CMOD [29] and ASDEX-Upgrade [50].

5.1. NOVA simulations

NOVA simulations have been carried out for two of the discharges discussed above, the first is 157737, the ‘NO ECH’ case presented in figure 4(a), and the second is 157735, the ‘ECH near \( q_{\text{min}} \)’ case (figure 4(c)), both near \( q_{\text{min}} = 4 \). The rationale for the study that follows is similar to the approach taken in the actual experiment, i.e. to start with a very well understood case that has been modeled and looked at with success in the past then, to mimic changes in pressure brought about by central ECH, make variations in equilibrium pressure (NOVA is a single fluid MHD code) and see if we can reproduce the types of changes in RSAEs observed in the previous sections. We will then move to the ECH case, which has not been analyzed satisfactorily in the past, and show that a similar change in RSAE activity to that found experimentally is predicted by the NOVA simulations.

The experimental profiles used as inputs for these two cases are shown in figure 3. As mentioned, the primary differences in these two cases are in the \( q \)-profile (figure 3(a)) and electron temperature profile (figure 3(b)). For ECH near \( q_{\text{min}} \) the central safety factor is elevated relative to the no ECH case. This is understandable since we are looking during the current ramp portion of the discharge and the higher central electron temperature, due to heating, causes a delay in the current penetration to the axis. It is noted that in both cases,
the fast ion pressure is comparable to the thermal pressure (figure 3(d)), this is included only approximately in NOVA by use of the total equilibrium pressure in the calculations. TAEFL, however includes the fast ion population non-perturbatively as a separate species which is more rigorous. In each case investigated (i.e. with and without ECH), the actual fast ion pressure profile is similar, with the major differences to the total pressure being due to differences in the thermal pressure.

Several of the following figures are structured in a similar way so a general description will be given before stepping through each. NOVA is a linear eigenvalue solver that finds all eigenmodes for a given \( n \) in a given frequency range. For each case investigated, the minimum safety factor was scanned from \( q_{\text{min}} = 4.02 \) to \( q_{\text{min}} = 3.79 \) in order to resolve a full \( n = 3 \) RSAE frequency sweep. \( n = 3 \) is chosen as the focus because, experimentally, \( n = 3 \) is typically the strongest mode observed. For simplicity, toroidal rotation was not included in these calculations. NOVA eigenmodes can be a mix of TAEs, RSAEs, beta induced Alfvén eigenmodes [65, 66] (BAEs), etc. To help discriminate, an RSAE filter was created that searches through the eigenmodes and finds all modes that are likely RSAEs. For the purposes of this search, RSAEs were identified according to the following criteria: localization near \( q_{\text{min}} > 25\% \) of the total displacement in the \( m = nq_{\text{min}} \) harmonic, frequency above the continuum tip at \( q_{\text{min}} \) and frequency below the center of the TAE gap. The poloidal harmonic content criteria allows for the typical RSAE with one dominant poloidal harmonic \( (m) \) at \( q_{\text{min}} = m/n \) transitioning to one with two dominant poloidal harmonics \( (m \text{ and } m - 1) \) as \( q_{\text{min}} \) approaches \( (m - 1)/2 \) to be identified as well as RSAEs that are linearly coupled to TAEs [46]. In figures 12, 14, 15 and 17, the right column represents \( n = 3 \) continua for a fixed \( q_{\text{min}} \) with a contour plot showing mode displacements versus square root of normalized poloidal flux \( \psi^{1/2} \) and frequency. A diamond marks the peak displacement location of each mode where blue is used for RSAE-like modes and red represents all other modes. The left column of each figure displays the frequencies of all modes fitting the RSAE filtering criteria versus \( q_{\text{min}} \). Where the fundamental RSAE can be identified, its frequency evolution versus \( q_{\text{min}} \) is followed by a red line. On the same plots, the continuum frequency at \( q_{\text{min}} \) and at the center of the TAE gap are overlaid as solid black lines. Here, the term fundamental RSAE refers to the highest frequency RSAE with no radial nodes in its eigenmode amplitude envelope [2, 26, 67]. RSAEs and TAEs are anti-sturmian so modes below those connected by the red line are higher radial harmonics having successively lower frequencies. Higher radial harmonics can be identified on the right column continuum plots by looking for nodes in the radial structures shown. Experimentally, the appearance of higher radial harmonic RSAEs is common [2, 49, 67] and often observed more frequently at higher pressures. It is noted that although NOVA often finds several radial harmonics, in experiment typically only the fundamental or first radial harmonic RSAE are observed. Overlaid on each of
Figure 14. \( n = 3 \) NOVA simulations for discharge 157737 with a flat pressure profile scaled so the pressure relative to the experimental pressure at \( q_{min} \) is (a) and (d) \( P = 0.4 P_{exp} \), (b) and (e) \( P = 2.2 P_{exp} \) and (c) and (f) \( P = 5.7 P_{exp} \). (a)–(c) show ‘RSAE’ frequencies with the thin red line indicating fundamental RSAE. Solid black curves indicate continuum tip and center of TAE gap at \( q_{min} \). Red bar indicates \( q_{min} \) that continua in panels (d)–(f) are shown for. Panels (d)–(f) have contours overlaid indicating eigenmode frequencies and displacement radial structure. Diamond markers indicate mode peak locations with blue indicating modes that fulfill criteria defined for RSAEs and red all other modes. Dashed vertical line indicates radial location of \( q_{min} \).

Figure 15. \( n = 3 \) NOVA simulations for discharge 157737 with the pressure profile modified such that the gradient at \( q_{min} \) is: (a) and (d) \( \nabla P = 0.25 \nabla P_{exp} \), (b) and (e) \( \nabla P = \nabla P_{exp} \) and (c) and (f) \( \nabla P = 1.75 \nabla P_{exp} \). (a)–(c) show ‘RSAE’ frequencies with the thin red line indicating fundamental RSAE. Solid black curves indicate continuum tip and center of TAE gap at \( q_{min} \). Red bar indicates \( q_{min} \) that continua in panels (d)–(f) are shown for. Panels (d)–(f) have contours overlaid indicating eigenmode frequencies and displacement radial structure. Diamond markers indicate mode peak locations with blue indicating modes that fulfill criteria defined for RSAEs and red all other modes. Dashed vertical line indicates radial location of \( q_{min} \).

The left columns is a thick red bar that identifies the particular \( q_{min} \) value for which the continua and individual mode structures are shown in the right column of each figure.

Shown in figure 12 are \( n = 3 \) NOVA calculations for discharge 157737, the ‘NO ECH’ case, in which the pressure profile has been scaled above and below the actual experimental values \( (P_{exp}) \). The figure shows results for \( 0.2 P_{exp}, P_{exp}, \) and \( 1.8 P_{exp} \), however, calculations were actually carried out from zero to 3 that in experiment to help identify the changes with individual modes and to track the fundamental RSAE more clearly. For the \( 0.2 P_{exp} \) case shown in figures 12(a) and (d), a very clear fundamental RSAE is identified as well as a radial harmonic. Both modes are peaked very near \( q_{min} \). To aid the eye, overlaid on each contour in figures 12(d)–(f) is a thin vertical dashed line indicating the location of \( q_{min} \). This line helps identify an important shift in the RSAE eigenfunctions that occurs as the central pressure is increased—the peak of the RSAE moves inward and away from \( q_{min} \), a behavior which can be seen for the higher pressure cases in figure 12. For the actual experimental profiles (figures 12(b) and (e)), the fundamental RSAE is also clearly identified and its frequency sweep is very similar to that observed experimentally. As expected, as the pressure is increased the RSAE frequency, for a given \( q_{min} \), increases as does \( f_{CEM} \) and the width of the lowest gap. The frequency separation of the RSAE from the continuum tip at \( q_{min} \) also increases, an effect which is predominantly due to an increase in the pressure gradient and \( f_{cTAE} \). Additionally, several radial harmonic RSAEs are present and all of their frequencies are further separated from the continuum more than the lower pressure case. The RSAE eigenfunction peaks are also found to be displaced inward from \( q_{min} \) as can be seen in figure 12(e). It will be shown later that this result is due to an increase in the equilibrium pressure gradient. At only 1.8 \( \times \) the experimental pressure (figures 12(c) and (f)), the RSAE frequencies are even further from the continuum tip at \( q_{min} \) and the fundamental RSAE is
hard to identify, undergoes very little frequency sweeping and is likely coupled to the core TAE just above the lower continuum at \( q_{\text{min}}^{1/2} \approx 0.2 \) (clearly observable in figures 12(d) and (e)). The fundamental RSAE has not been labelled because a determination is difficult but it is thought the upper set of diamonds in figures 12(c) correspond to its frequency evolution. The RSAEs for this case are all pushed significantly inward, do not sweep in frequency significantly and are coupled to core TAEs—they are very different from the standard RSAE.

Scaling the experimental pressure profile, as was done in figure 12, is useful but it has the effect of changing both the plasma pressure and pressure gradient at \( q_{\text{min}} \). Both are known to be important to the RSAE existence, frequency and structure [23–27, 30]. To separate these effects, two separate scans were carried out. The first uses a flat pressure profile rigidly scaled from 0–7 \times the pressure at \( q_{\text{min}} \). The second scan held the pressure at \( q_{\text{min}} \) fixed but rigidly varied the pressure gradient about \( q_{\text{min}} \). For the pressure gradient scan, the gradient was held constant over a radial width approximately the distance between the \((m + 1)/n\) rational surfaces surrounding \( q_{\text{min}} \). The profiles employed in this scan are shown in figure 13 along with one of the flat pressure profiles.

Figure 14 shows NOVA results for three cases from the flat pressure profile scan, \( P = 0.4 \times, 2.2 \times \) and 5.7 \times the experimental pressure at \( q_{\text{min}} \). Perhaps the most obvious change as the pressure is increased in this scan is the upshift in the lower continuum as well as a smaller but significant increase in the center of the TAE gap. Both of these effects are to be expected. In all cases, a prototypical fundamental RSAE was found for almost the entirety of the \( q \) range investigated and the fundamental RSAEs are localized and peaked almost exactly at \( q_{\text{min}} \). The frequency separation from the continuum tip is also much smaller than the experimental case shown in figure 12(b), particularly for the lower pressure cases shown in figures 14(a) and (b). It is also pointed out that for flat pressure profiles with \( P_{\text{at min}} \) at the experimental value or lower, higher radial harmonic RSAEs are not found as clearly, except near the top of the frequency sweep.

Figure 15 shows NOVA results for three cases from the pressure gradient scan, \( \nabla P = 0.25 \times, 1.0 \times \) and 1.75 \times the experimental pressure gradient at \( q_{\text{min}} \). Unlike the pressure scan cases, the continuum frequencies at \( q_{\text{min}} \) are essentially unchanged throughout the entire pressure gradient scan range. The RSAE frequencies, however, are radically different and the frequency sweep range is much reduced. For instance, the fundamental RSAE frequency at \( q_{\text{min}} = 4 \) varies from 53 kHz to 78 kHz as the gradient is changed from 0.25 to 1.75 \times \nabla P_{\text{at min}} \) while the upper end of the frequency sweep range remains similar. The other obvious difference is the eigenmodes are shifted radially inward. This can be seen by looking at figures 15(d) and (f). Apparently, the RSAE potential well is made asymmetric by the addition of a pressure gradient and this causes a shift in the mode localization. Depending on the concomitant upshift in frequency, this effect can serve to drive the mode radially into the continuum, an effect which is potentially exacerbated by the large magnetic shear inside of \( q_{\text{min}} \). In terms of getting \( f_{\text{RSAE-min}} \) closer to \( f_{\text{TAE}} \), pressure gradient changes appear to be very effective since they do not shift the gap noticeably but upshift the RSAE and additionally, can drive the modes into the continuum radially as well.

Another important parameter which can enhance the impact of the ECH induced pressure gradient shift in RSAE localization, discussed above, is the presence of toroidal rotation and, specifically, shear in the toroidal rotation profile. While the toroidal rotation profiles in the L-mode discharges discussed here are predominantly determined by the beam injection, fast ion transport or even spontaneous changes due to ECH modification of equilibrium parameters also contribute. With rotational shear, a radial shift of the eigenmode can result in increased interaction with the Alfvén continuum and enhanced damping. This effect has been discussed in detail in [15] and [16]. In figure 16, the impact of toroidal rotation on the \( n = 3 \) RSAEs of figure 15(f) is investigated. Figures 16(a) and (b) show the gap structure with and without toroidal rotation respectively along with the amplitude of the fundamental and first radial harmonic RSAE overlaid. Both modes experience more interaction with the continuum as a result of the sheared rotation profile (the Doppler shift, \( n_{\text{rot}} \) is given as a dashed line in panel figure 16(b)). The impact on the fundamental RSAE is found by comparing the radial structures and continuum damping for each case, shown in figures 16(c) and (d). Without toroidal rotation, minor interaction with the continuum occurs and the calculated continuum damping is negligibly small, i.e. \( \gamma_{\text{con}} \omega \approx 0.0 \). With toroidal rotation included, the mode interacts more strongly with...
the continuum, its radial eigenfunction is cut off abruptly at $\psi^{1/2} \approx 0.21$, and the continuum damping $\gamma_{\text{cont}}/\omega$ rises to 0.2%.

Now moving to discharge 157735, with ECH at $q_{\text{min}}$, we present results from a pressure scan similar to that in figure 12. The goal of these calculations is to see if NOVA finds typical RSAEs for this scenario and to determine if the frequency sweeping RSAE is even an eigenmode of the experimental equilibrium. These results are shown in figure 17, where calculations for $P = 0.15 \times P_{\text{exp}}, 0.33 \times P_{\text{exp}}$, and $1.0 \times P_{\text{exp}}$ are given in figure 17. One striking feature of the continua plots in the right hand column of figure 17 is the abundance of modes NOVA finds in the TAE gap, both inside and outside of $q_{\text{min}}$. It is conjectured that the abundance of TAEs inside of $q_{\text{min}}$ is due to the high magnetic shear in this region. The fundamental RSAE was not found for the experimental pressure case, except for possibly a very short $q_{\text{min}}$ range (figure 17(c)), however when the pressure is scaled down significantly, the fundamental frequency sweeping RSAE can be identified as is shown in figures 17(a) and (b). At even $0.33 \times P_{\text{exp}}$ the experimental pressure, the fundamental RSAE is pushed inward and is found to interact with the continuum. In this equilibrium, for the experimental pressure, the typical RSAE is not an eigenmode of the system, instead, it is pushed very far into the TAE gap and strongly coupled to the TAEs found inside of $q_{\text{min}}$. The resulting mode has a mix of TAE and RSAE-like properties, something that is explained in figure 18. In figure 18(a), the continuum for $q_{\text{min}} = 3.83$ at the experimental pressure is shown. The radial structure of the highlighted mode is plotted for several $q_{\text{min}}$ values in figures 18(b) and (d). This mode does not sweep in frequency yet the poloidal harmonic content behaves exactly like that of the prototypical RSAE, i.e. it has one dominant poloidal harmonic $(m = 12)$ at $q_{\text{min}} = m/\pi$ and transitions to two dominant poloidal harmonics $(m = 12$ and $m – 11 = 11)$ as $q_{\text{min}}$ approaches $(m – 1/2)/n$. Further, these harmonics are peaked at the $q_{\text{min}}$ surface. The TAE like features are the constant frequency and additional radial harmonics inside at $\psi^{1/2} < 0.4$.

5.2. TAEFL simulations

To complement the NOVA analysis described in the previous section, TAEFL simulations which include fast ions non-perturbatively were carried out. For these simulations, TAEFL was run as an eigenvalue solver so it is capable of finding the spectrum of eigenmodes along with the growth rates. In addition to changes in the eigenmodes with ECH, the TAEFL calculations help address the question of how the mode stability is changed.

TAEFL $n = 3$–6 calculations for discharges 157737 ‘No ECH’ and 157735 ‘ECH Near $q_{\text{min}}$’ are shown in figure 19. For each discharge, all inputs are those given in figure 3 with the $q$-profile translated over the range $q_{\text{min}} = 4.3$–3.7. In figure 19(a), the simulations show a spectrum of RSAEs are expected with large growth rates $(\gamma/2\pi > 50\%$ in some cases). This calculated spectrum is very similar to the measured spectrum shown in figure 5(a) and that of the $q$-evolution model in figure 5(b). At even $0.15 \times P_{\text{exp}}$ the $q_{\text{min}}$ range is $\approx 370$–540 ms. One difference between the TAEFL calculations in figure 19(a) and the experimental spectrum of modes, however, is that the TAEFL calculations predict downsweeping RSAEs over a larger $q_{\text{min}}$ range than observed experimentally. The exact reason for this discrepancy is unknown, however, as mentioned previously, the downsweeping RSAE is quite uncommon in DIII-D plasmas [61] and it is an area of active research to understand this effect and resolve the differences. One potential source for the difference in unstable modes predicted by TAEFL and those observed experimentally is the assumption of a Maxwellian fast ion population. The TAEFL results for discharge 157735 that ‘ECH Near $q_{\text{min}}$’ are shown in figure 19(b), where an extremely different spectrum of unstable modes is found as compared to the ‘No ECH case’. For the ECH case, TAEFL finds no typical frequency sweeping RSAEs and instead finds modes that have a much reduced sweep range and growth rates that are reduced by approximately 70% or more compared to those found in figure 19(a). These modes are a combination of higher radial
harmonic RSAEs and TAEs, very much like the spectrum of eigenmodes found by NOVA in figures 17 and 18 as well as the experimental measurements presented in figure 7. The TAEFL calculations show not only are eigenmodes different with ECH but the calculated growth rates are also significantly lower for modes found to be unstable.

6. Summary and conclusions

Results have been presented from a recent DIII-D experiment and analysis focused on understanding the modification of beam driven RSAE activity by localized electron cyclotron heating. The experiments utilized a simplified oval geometry and, in addition to ECH injection location, included variations of current ramp rate, ECH injection timing, and neutral beam power. Essentially all variations carried out in this experiment were observed to change the impact of ECH on AE activity significantly. In some cases, RSAEs were observed to be more unstable with ECH near $q_{\text{min}}$ as opposed to near the magnetic axis, in contrast to the original DIII-D experiments [1, 2].

A database analysis of the current ramp phase in 38 discharges shows that the presence of frequency sweeping RSAEs is strongly dependent on the ratio of the RSAE minimum frequency (equation (3)) to TAE frequency (equation (1)), where the calculated RSAE minimum frequency includes an upshift from the GAM frequency (equation (4)) by an amount dependent on gradients in the local electron and ion temperatures (equation (5)). For $f_{\text{RSAE-min}}/f_{\text{TAE}} > 1$, no typical frequency sweeping RSAEs are observed. It is changes in this ratio through modification of electron temperature caused by ECH heating that is particularly effective at modifying the RSAE activity. Specifically, ECH can modify the local electron temperature at $q_{\text{min}}$ as well as its gradient. Detailed ideal MHD calculations using the NOVA code show that by simply scaling the pressure profile of a discharge with no ECH up to that of one with ECH, typical RSAEs are no longer found. By varying both independently, NOVA simulations find that both modification of plasma pressure and pressure gradient at $q_{\text{min}}$ play an important role in modifying the RSAE activity with

Figure 18. NOVA calculated $n = 3$ continuum and eigenmodes for 157735 at $q_{\text{min}} = 3.83$. Panels (b)–(d) show radial structure and poloidal decomposition of displacement for mode highlighted in red in (a) at $q_{\text{min}} = 3.958, 3.876$, and $3.834$. The displacement color scale for panel (a) is the same as shown in figure 17.

Figure 19. TAEFL calculations for DIII-D discharges (a) 157737 with no ECH and (b) 157735 with ECH at mid-radius. Real frequencies and growth rates are shown for $n = 3$–6. The corresponding experimental times are: $t \approx 370$–540 ms and $t \approx 350$–480 ms for 157737 and 157735 respectively.

harmonic RSAEs and TAEs, very much like the spectrum of eigenmodes found by NOVA in figures 17 and 18 as well as the experimental measurements presented in figure 7. The TAEFL calculations show not only are eigenmodes different
changes in the gradient being particularly effective. Analysis of the ECH injection near $q_{\text{min}}$ case where no frequency sweeping RSAEs are observed shows the typical RSAE is no longer an eigenmode of the system. What remains is an eigenmode with poloidal harmonic content reminiscent of the standard RSAE, but absent of the typical frequency sweeping behavior. The remaining eigenmode is also often strongly coupled to gap TAEs. Analysis with the non-perturbative gyro fluid code TAEFL confirms this change in RSAE activity and also shows a large drop in the resultant mode growth rates.

While these results are very encouraging and successfully identify some of the major factors determining the impact of ECH on RSAE activity, not all of the relevant physics is taken into account and there are open avenues for research. For example, future work will focus on how the RSAE as well as continuum is modified by details of the fast ion population (which can often account for a significant fraction of the total pressure in these plasmas) and the role these effects play in determining the impact ECH has on the modes.

Localized ECH has been shown to be an effective tool for modifying Alfvén eigenmode activity in DIII-D as well as several devices worldwide [3–6]. RSAEs, being strongly influenced by finite pressure effects, are particularly sensitive to ECH. By changing the local electron temperature and gradient at $q_{\text{min}}$, the character of the modes can be changed drastically however, it should not be assumed that application of ECH at the mode location automatically implies the stabilization/suppression of RSAEs or TAEs. In the current ramp experiments presented here, ECH also modifies the safety factor profile due to changes in the current penetration, altering both the $q_{\text{min}}$ location, mode width, and damping. Electron cyclotron current drive (ECCD) can also cause changes in the current profile and, in recent DIII-D steady state experiments, ECCD was observed to significantly reduce AE activity and improve performance [68]. Future work will focus on understanding this case and how the combination of electron cyclotron heating and current drive could be better utilized to control AE activity in a predictable way.
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